Maximize Productivity with Complete Data Visibility and Accuracy

Reduce data management complexity and improve output quality with a complete liquid and gas measurement solution. Quorum PGAS Measurement effectively produces the best available volumetric and measurement information in the industry allowing your business to:

- Streamline processes with scrubbed data that has been combined into one usable and report-capable database.
- Minimize risk and ensure compliance with a complete audit trail.
- Improve balancing precision for business process deals to maximize profits.

Proven Results with Advanced Functionality

An all-in-one measurement system, Quorum PGAS Measurement enables companies to collect and process measurement data in order to produce the best available information. Measurement analysts rely on Quorum PGAS Measurement to:

- Simplify end-of-month close with a centralized measurement data source.
- Minimize prior period adjustments through automated validation results.
- Optimize business decisions with timely, accurate data.

More than 10,000 people streamline their business with Quorum

80% of midstream companies rely on Quorum

350+ gathering systems and pipelines in North America use Quorum

Quorum PGAS Measurement supports centralized enterprise data management for all measurement data for liquid and gas energy commodities including natural gas, NGLs, crude oil, condensate, refined products, and more.
Quorum PGAS Measurement has been trusted by oil and gas professionals for more than 20 years.

Quorum has a demonstrated track record of successfully deploying efficient, cost-effective solutions that help energy companies meet goals.

Quorum has over 400 employees supporting the largest measurement team in North America.

**Product Highlights**

**Data Processing**
- Tiered balancing for gas, gas equivalent, liquid, and mass measurement as well as inventory support, rule-based missing data estimation, and forecasting

**Consolidation of Data**
- Automated data import from collection devices, chart companies, and labs, including data verification to ensure consistency between source and system data

**Calculations**
- AGA/GPA/API calculations provide editing requirements along with powerful graphical and tabular editors that offer flexible editing options

**Closing**
- Configurable closing groups to preserve data as it was initially distributed to downstream systems and external business associates

**Validation**
- Automated validation of incoming data identifies: high/low limits, historic trending, missing and duplicate data; quality is also maintained through exception tracking and acknowledgment

**Asset Configuration and Maintenance**
- Fully integrated and automated management of asset testing, changes, and new installations with support for creating and updating assets automatically or manually as well as full audit trail

**Reporting**
- Superior reporting capabilities including a variety of preconfigured and ad-hoc reports, as well as business intelligence

**TechTools**
- A mobile toolkit with automated workflow to help field technicians with inspection and management of measurement facilities
Quorum makes innovative software for hydrocarbon and energy business management. Our platform of integrated solutions is designed with deep industry expertise using next-generation technology. It delivers advanced functionality, improved efficiency, and enhanced regulatory compliance. And it is proven to maximize profit throughout the energy value chain to drive customer success.

For additional information about Quorum or to request a demo, please contact your Quorum Sales consultant or visit qbsol.com.